
Robert Smith 
Aerospace Maintenance Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A dedicated and versatile individual that enjoys a challenge and strives to 
do the best in everything I do. In my professional and educational 
backgrounds, I have learned to lead from the front and work as a team but 
also have the ability and integrity to complete task individually. 
Additionally, I am able to balance a multitude of tasks at one time and still 
have the ability to ensure that the tasks are completed correctly and 
properly.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Aerospace Maintenance Technician
ABC Corporation -   June 2013 – 2021 

Responsibilities:

 Supervised and performs inspection on KC-135 aircraft.
 Ensured aircraft and personnel are ready to meet over 600 worldwide 

taskings.
 Maintained, troubleshot and serviced KC-135 Aircraft, performed ground

handling task including towing, refueling and running engines.
 Monitored and promoted education towards team members, tutored 

students that helped them complete their classes and goals.
 Identified and documented aircraft maintenance requirements, ensured 

the accuracy of technical order forms and the automated networks.
 Led team members to become ready for deployments and in the area of

fitness.
 Assigned workloads to other maintenance teams and paired teams with 

support equipment to ensure job completion.

Aerospace Maintenance Technician
Delta Corporation -   2011 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Basically worked on an assembly line assembling flight hardware.
 Which was the external tank used to fuel the space shuttle.
 Used an assortment of power tools as well as pnuematic.
 Also operated scissors lifts and pendant cranes.
 Supervised three to five personnel during aircraft, pre-flight inspections.
 Served as the crew chief and maintenance technician for more than 30 

B-52s.
 Assisted in the launch and recovery of five to seven aircraft daily.

Education

Bachelors In Criminal Justice
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SKILLS

Forklift Operator, 
Platform Lift Operator.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
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